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Abstract

The computer simulation control problem can be splitted in two parts� namely a local
control problem and a global control problem� The local control de�nes the �behavior� of
each object� while the global control is responsible for the interactions among the objects�
In this paper we propose an event	oriented scheme to solve the global control problem
using concepts related to DEDS �Discrete Event Dynamic System� and ESM �Extended
State Machines��
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�� INTRODUCTION

Computer simulation�animation is still a recent research �eld in computing science�
Nevertheless� almost all work found in computer simulation literature treats the move	
ment control problem only as a classical control problem� Indeed� without the use of
mathematical tools such as di�erential calculus it would be hard to model the systems
around us� On the other hand� many systems will require complex di�erential equations
systems� what is a common fact� In addition� since there is a large number of systems
�of all kind� there is no universal solution for any problem� In other words� a suitable
approach for one type of system may not be the best for another one�

In order to solve motion simulation problems we split the simulation control problem
into two parts� a local control block and a global control block� Suppose a system to
be simulated with many objects� For each object we can assign a local control block
that contains the �behavorial rules� for this object� The local control block suggests a
mathematical structure �such as di�erential equations� that models the respective body
and describes its behavior� For example� for a ball in a free fall� what is the in�uence of
air resistance� Is the ball impact elastic when it collides with the ground�

In order to control the interactions among many objects the global control block
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suggests a logical approach� When an event occurs� how must the objects respond�
Which objects are a�ected by the event�

This paper introduces the use of DEDS ��� to model interactions among objects in
computer simulation� An object can react in di�erent ways according to di�erent extern
stimuli� In this way� the occurrence of one event may cause the reaction of an object in a
way that could be di�erent if some other event had occurred�

An adequate approach for modeling DEDS is the Extended State Machine �ESM��
ESM features are suitable to the development of DEDS for the purpose of simulation
or animation� The next sections will discuss an example of a system that was modeled
according to this philosophy�

�� MODELING A BIPEDAL STRUCTURE

Consider the bipedal �actor� shown in Figure �� The �gure presents an articulated
human	like body composed by four articulated structures� When those structures are
joined we have the bipedal �gure� In order to simulate this articulated character we
can consider both control levels� local and global� The local control is responsible for
the e�ective displacement of each leg� that is� a controller of this kind must control the
motion of a single leg from one place to another� There are several classical kinematic or
dynamic techniques that can be applied to solve this local control problem� The solution
we found for the local control problem is much like those presented in ���������� and it can
be extended to the solutions presented in ������� for a dynamic model�

Figure �� Frames generated for a bipedal structure simulation�

On the other hand� it is not enough to control only the motion of each leg individualy�
since� for a bipedal structure� there must be coordination between the legs� otherwise we
can not move the entire body� For example� both legs are not allowed to be out of the
ground at the same time when the actor is walking� In this way� when dealing with the



interaction between legs� we are facing a global control problem�
The solution for the global control problem can be found in DEDS formulation� As a

way to represent discrete event systems we have the ESM syntax� which is a suitable tool
for modeling this kind of simulation problem� Our global control approach is partially
based on the model presented in �
�� and the �nal solution that we propose uses the same
tools as those presented in ����������

For this structure� a gait pattern describes a sequence of lifting and placing of the feet�
The pattern repeats itself as the �gure moves� each repetition of the sequence is called
the gait cycle� The time �or number of frames� taken to complete a single gait cycle is
the period P of the cycle�

During each gait cycle period any given leg will spend a percentage of that time on
the ground� This fraction is called the duty factor of the leg� In our example� the duty
factor may be used to distinguish between the walking and running gaits of bipeds� In
addition� we can de�ne the stroke as the distance traveled by the body while the leg is
still on the ground�

We can see each leg as a basic ESM where� associated with each leg i� we have the
following states�

Si � set	type�xi�� the support state� We will call the time a leg spends on the ground its
support duration� Its respective phase is the support state�

Ti � set	type�xi�� the transfer state� We will call the time a leg spends in the air its
transfer duration� Its respective state is the transfer state�

We still have associated with each leg i the following events�

�i� the leg is lifting

�i� the leg is grounding�

The �ow of information between the controller and each leg is done through the com	
munication channels�

ml� send information from the left leg to the controller

cl� send information from the controller to the left leg

mr� send information from the right leg to the controller

cr� send information from the controller to the right leg�

As a basic control rule we have�
It is not allowed to both legs be in the transfer state at the same time when the body is

walking�
For the left leg� Ll� we can build the following ESM�

ESM Ll�
Ll � ��xl�� �� �ml� cl�� ��l� �l�� Al�
set	type�xl� � �Sl� Tl�



Al � � ��xl� �Tl� �l� �� Sl��� �
��xl� �Sl� cl��l� �� Tl��� �
��xl� �Sl� TRUE�ml�xl� Sl��� �
��xl� �Tl� TRUE�ml�xl� Tl��� �

A similar ESM can be built for the right leg� Lr�

Once the plant composed by both legs have been designed�� we will treat the global
control problem under a simple point of view� In this case� the actor will move in a
straight line inde�nitely� and the controller may be represented as follows�

ESM Controller�

Controller � ��xc�� �yl� yr�� �ml�mr� cl� cr�� ��l� �r�� Ac�

set	type�xc� � �L�� L�� L�� L��

Ac � � ��xc� �L��ml�yl� �� L���� �
��xc� �L�� yl � Tl� �� L���� �
��xc� �L�� yl � Sl� cr��r� L���� �
��xc� �L��mr�yr� �� L���� �
��xc� �L�� yr � Tr� �� L���� �
��xc� �L�� yr � Sr� cl��l� L���� �

A pictorial representation for the set plant	controller is shown in Figure ��
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Figure �� The �closed	loop� system plant k controller�

�The complete system must also consider the arms and the torso of the body� However� for the sake

of simplicity� we will only treat the legs in this paper�



�� IMPLEMENTATION

Based on concepts presented in ���� we have implemented a system called TOOKIMA
�a TOOl KIt for scripting computer Modeled Animation�� that de�nes a set of tools for
the algorithmic description of animations or simulations� This system is able to describe
the kinematic�dynamic motion of computer modeled objects� Further details about the
TOOKIMA system can be found in �����

According to the modularity of ANSI	C Programming Language� we have built the
ESMs of the bipedal object as �sub	routines� in the script of the animation� The �Global
Control ESM� is responsible for the �management� of both legs and the timing control
of the simulation sending information such as �lift the left leg��

This system is currently running in a Sun Sparc � Station� Figure � presents some
images generated with the TOOKIMA system for the visual representation of the walking
simulation�

�� CONCLUSIONS

We have presented in this paper the application of ESM in computer simulation� We
have discussed an application� the bipedal structure� as a practical example� This system
represents a relatively complex application and the method is general enough for this
kind of simulation� We claim that the use of local and global controllers are suitable
for the implementation of a wide range of simulation models� Modeling the global and
local controllers as ESMs allow us to split an initial complex problem into several smaller
problems�

In addition� the global control structure let us free to think about the local control
blocks� That is� no matter which local control technique we adopt� the global control
block does not change� In this way� when solving the local control problem we can choose
among several techniques such as a kinematic or a dynamic model�
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